
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE UPDATE FVCLEDIC 72/19 

CAMPAIGN REPS 
Campaigns, projects and other work 

 

 

Kyia Thompson: Women’s Rep 

I have not started any new campaigns following on from the completion of my Collier Road 
Lighting Project because of other commitments and time constraints, however the following has 
happened: 

Update: 

● In Open Access I happened to speak to many women that take part in extracurricular 
sports activities. They voiced their concerns about a lack of representation within the 
Students’ Union, and this made me wonder if a line of communication could be set up 
between the SU representatives and students that take part in sport. For example, could 
we as reps be introduced to Active Anglia and be advertised as a line of support for 
students? 

○ One of the women voiced how “it was like two different worlds” and how “you 
are either involved in sports or in the SU”. 

 

Blessing Raimi : BME Rep 

Update: 

Working on the design brief for the BME network business cards. 

Working with BME student advocates and correspondence with them and Lizzy Osborn 
regarding the Wright State University Interns visit. 

Will be meeting with the future BME Rep for a handover.  

Budget Request: 2500 is the smallest amount of business cards that can be ordered from 
the supplier within the price. I have not spent the £50 allocated for my campaign this 
year and felt this would be a great and sustainable way to do so, alongside the online 
promotions. This would also be something I could hand over to my successor in the role. 

 

Angela Sizer : Disabled Students’ Rep 
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Update: I met with Mary the other week to discuss her attending the disability conference and 
any concerns or points I had to raise.  
I have been researching the hidden fees of the DSA and assessments as this is concern raised by 
myself other students.  
  
What I have discovered is that students that get told in their course they may be legible to 
receive extra support need to undertake an assessment but the costing are not made clear. I 
have been told if the university puts you forward it's £50 you have to pay. Feel these costs 
should be made clearer to students and of any final help the university can offer. 

 

Michael Turner - Trans Rep 

★ Following on from the approved budget of last Exec, I will be working with Niamh to 
order and distribute more badges - received feedback from groups on society who would 
like to get involved with the campaign 

★ Working with LGBT+ Soc to host a week of Eurovision events to fundraise for the first 
ever Cambridge Pride 

★ Attending Football v Homophobia AGM in Manchester  
★ Would like to follow up with other reps about a final minority forum of the academic 

year after the last exec away day - which could also be a nice handover for the incoming 
campaign reps 

★ Follow up Luca’s issues with GNT confirmation in Compass House 

 

Niamh Cubitt- LGBT+ Rep 

After the approval last exec were moving forward ahead with the second wave of badges 

LGBT+ Society eurovision week, Conan Osiris for Portugal didn’t get through and i’m 
probably still salty about that. The fundraising event is going well and we hope the 
money we raise really helps out the organisers for Cambridge Pride.  

Student matters meeting: probably have an update about that cause it happens before 
exec.  

 


